Three Card Monte
DIY Classroom Magic

Instructions: If you would like video instructions please go to http://circlesofinnovation.org Keyword: The Salon. You can also get there by scanning the QR Code to the right.

1) Print out this handout and get an old deck of cards that you don’t mind cutting up for the trick. Pull out two cards of the same color and number and a third of a different number and color.
2) Cut out the playing card on this handout, and carefully trim off “Part A”. You will be using “Part B” as a template to cut your card.
3) Using Part B as your template, place it on your “different card” and mark the cutting line on your card using a pencil.
4) Now, cut out Part A on your “different card” and keep both A and B for the next step.
5) Use Bart B to measure where Part A needs to be attached (Part A will become a hidden flap that makes the trick work). Attach Part A as a flap using a piece of tape.
6) Slide a fourth card under the flap and practice your delivery, your trick is ready to go.

The real magic is figuring out how you are going to work it in to your class. Have fun!